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ABSTRACT
Within four nearby (d < 160 pc) molecular clouds, we statistically evaluate the structure of the interstellar magnetic field, projected on the plane of
the sky and integrated along the line of sight, as inferred from the polarized thermal emission of Galactic dust observed by Planck at 353 GHz and
from the optical and NIR polarization of background starlight. We compare the dispersion of the field orientation directly in vicinities with an area
equivalent to that subtended by the Planck effective beam at 353 GHz (10′) and using the second-order structure functions of the field orientation
angles.
We find that the average dispersion of the starlight-inferred field orientations within 10′-diameter vicinities is less than 20◦, and that at these scales
the mean field orientation is on average within 5◦ of that inferred from the submillimetre polarization observations in the considered regions.
We also find that the dispersion of starlight polarization orientations and the polarization fractions within these vicinities are well reproduced by
a Gaussian model of the turbulent structure of the magnetic field, in agreement with the findings reported by the Planck collaboration at scales
` > 10′ and for comparable column densities.
At scales ` > 10′, we find differences of up to 14.◦7 between the second-order structure functions obtained from starlight and submillimetre
polarization observations in the same positions in the plane of the sky, but comparison with a Gaussian model of the turbulent structure of the
magnetic field indicates that these differences are small and are consistent with the difference in angular resolution between both techniques.
The differences between the second-order structure functions calculated with each technique suggests that the increase in the angular resolution
obtained with the starlight polarization observations does not introduce significant corrections to the dispersion of polarization orientations used
in the calculation of the molecular-cloud-scale magnetic field strengths reported in previous studies by the Planck collaboration.
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1. Introduction
Polarization observations – in extinction from background stars
and emission from dust – reveal the orientation of the interstel-
lar magnetic field averaged along the line of sight (LOS) and
projected on the plane of the sky (〈Bˆ⊥〉, Hiltner 1949; Davis
& Greenstein 1951; Hildebrand 1988; Planck Collaboration Int.
XIX 2015). These observations constitute a crucial dataset to
study the role of the magnetic field in the formation and evo-
lution of molecular clouds (MCs) and their substructures, from
filaments to cores and eventually to stars (Bergin & Tafalla 2007;
McKee & Ostriker 2007; Crutcher 2012).
Recent observations by Planck1 (Planck Collaboration I
2016) have produced the first all-sky map of the polarized emis-
sion from dust at submillimetre wavelengths. Compared with
earlier ground-based and balloon-borne observations, this sur-
vey is an immense step forward in sensitivity, coverage, and sta-
tistical significance.
The studies by the Planck collaboration include an overview
of polarized thermal emission from Galactic dust (Planck
? Corresponding author: juan-diego.soler-pulido@cea.fr
1 Planck (http://www.esa.int/Planck) is a project of the
European Space Agency (ESA) with instruments provided by two sci-
entific consortia funded by ESA member states (in particular the lead
countries France and Italy), with contributions from NASA (USA) and
telescope reflectors provided by a collaboration between ESA and a sci-
entific consortium led and funded by Denmark.
Collaboration Int. XIX 2015), which reported polarization frac-
tions up to 20 % at low total gas column density (NH), decreasing
systematically with increasing NH to a low plateau for regions
with NH > 1022 cm−2.
Planck Collaboration Int. XX (2015) presented a compari-
son of this polarized thermal emission towards molecular clouds
with results from simulations of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
turbulence, identifying an anti-correlation between the polariza-
tion fraction and the dispersion of the polarization angle that can
be understood in terms of the turbulent structure of the magnetic
field.
Over most of the sky, Planck Collaboration Int. XXXII
(2016) analysed the relative orientation between density struc-
tures and polarization, revealing that most of the elongated struc-
tures (filaments or ridges) are predominantly aligned with the
magnetic field measured on the structures. This statistical trend
becomes less striking for increasing column density.
At the scales of MCs, Planck Collaboration Int. XXXIII
(2016) studied the polarization properties of three nearby fil-
aments, showing by geometrical modelling that the magnetic
field in those representative regions has a well-defined mean
direction that is different from the field orientation in the sur-
roundings. At the same scales, Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV
(2016) showed that the relative orientation between the column
density structures and 〈Bˆ⊥〉 in ten nearby (d < 450 pc) MCs is
consistent with what can be derived from simulations of trans-
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or sub-Alfve´nic magnetohydrodynamic turbulence in molecular
clouds.
Given the 10′ effective angular resolution of the 353 GHz po-
larization observations2, Planck samples 〈Bˆ⊥〉 in physical scales
down to 0.4 pc in the nearest MC in the present work (Taurus,
at 135 pc, Schlafly et al. 2014). In contrast, starlight polariza-
tion observations provide estimates of 〈Bˆ⊥〉 down to scales com-
parable to the angular diameter of stars. Although those ob-
servations are limited to lines of sight with moderate dust ex-
tinction towards background stars, they provide insight into the
structure of the field at scales that are not accessible to Planck.
Previous works by the Planck collaboration used starlight po-
larization observations to study the properties of dust grains
(Planck Collaboration Int. XXI 2015), but there was no study
focused on characterizing the 〈Bˆ⊥〉 structure within the Planck
beam and towards MCs.
In the present work, we compare the magnetic field orienta-
tions inferred from the observations of optical and NIR starlight
polarization, 〈Bˆstar⊥ 〉, and those derived from the Planck 353 GHz
polarization observations, 〈Bˆsubmm⊥ 〉, towards four nearby MCs,
namely Taurus, Pipe Nebula, Lupus I, and Musca. Given the dif-
ference in the angular resolution and LOS depth in each tech-
nique, we aim to characterize the structure of the field within
the Planck beam and evaluate the contribution of different por-
tions of the LOS to the observed 〈Bˆsubmm⊥ 〉. For that purpose, we
evaluate the dispersion of 〈Bˆ⊥〉 orientations within 10′ vicini-
ties and compare the second-order structure functions of 〈Bˆstar⊥ 〉
and 〈Bˆsubmm⊥ 〉 orientations (Kobulnicky et al. 1994; Falceta-
Gonc¸alves et al. 2008; Hildebrand et al. 2009).
This paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 introduces
the Planck 353 GHz polarization maps, the NH maps, and
the starlight polarization observations. Sect. 3 introduces the
Gaussian polarization models that we use to evaluate the results
the analysis. Sect. 4 describes the vicinity and the S 2(`) statis-
tical analyses performed to compare submillimetre and starlight
polarization data. In Sect. 5 we discuss the results of the compar-
ison between both techniques and Sect. 6 summarizes the main
results. Finally, Appendix A adds a commentary on the trends in
relative orientations between 〈Bˆstar⊥ 〉 and NH structures.
2. Data
2.1. Thermal dust polarization
Over the whole sky, Planck observed linearly polarized emission
(Stokes Q and U) in seven frequency bands from 30 to 353 GHz
(Planck Collaboration I 2014). In this study, we used data from
the High Frequency Instrument (HFI, Lamarre et al. 2010) at
353 GHz, the highest frequency band that is sensitive to polar-
ization. Towards MCs, the contribution of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) polarized emission is negligible at 353 GHz,
making this Planck map the best suited one to study the spa-
tial structure of dust polarization (Planck Collaboration Int. XIX
2015; Planck Collaboration Int. XX 2015).
We used the Stokes Q and U maps and the associated noise
maps made from five independent consecutive sky surveys of
the Planck cryogenic mission, which together correspond to the
2 The nominal resolution of the Planck 353 GHz band is 4.′8, but
Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV (2016) convolve these observations
with a Gaussian beam to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to-
wards the studied regions.
Planck 2015 public data release3 (Planck Collaboration I 2016).
The whole-sky 353 GHz maps of Q, U, their respective variances
σ2Q, σ
2
U, and their covariance σQU are initially at 4.
′8 resolution
in HEALPix format4(Go´rski et al. 2005) with a pixelization at
Nside = 2048, which corresponds to an effective pixel size of 1.′7.
To increase the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of extended emission,
we smoothed all the maps to 10′ resolution using a Gaussian
approximation to the Planck beam and the smoothing procedures
for the covariance matrix described in Planck Collaboration Int.
XIX (2015).
The maps of the individual regions are projected and resam-
pled onto a Cartesian grid with the gnomonic projection pro-
cedure described in Paradis et al. (2012). The present analysis
is performed on these projected maps. The selected regions are
small enough, and are located at sufficiently low Galactic lati-
tudes that this projection does not impact significantly on our
study.
The Stokes parameters provided by Planck data follow the
HEALPix angle convention (Go´rski et al. 2005), where the po-
larization angle is measured from the local direction to the north
Galactic pole with positive values increasing towards the west
(decreasing Galactic longitude l). In order to compare these val-
ues with starlight polarization observations, we have calculated
the polarization angle φ using the IAU convention (Hamaker &
Bregman 1996), where it is measured from the local direction to
the north Galactic pole with positive values increasing towards
the east (increasing Galactic longitude l). This corresponds to
φ = 0.5 arctan(−U,Q), (1)
where the arctan(−U,Q) function is used to compute
arctan(−U/Q) avoiding the pi ambiguity.
For this study we assume that the angle of optical/NIR
starlight polarization, φstar, is directly equal to the orientation
ψstar of 〈Bˆ⊥〉, so that ψstar = φstar. Likewise, we assume that
the submillimetre polarization is perpendicular to the orienta-
tion of the field, so its polarization angle φsubmm is related to
the orientation of the field ψsubmm by ψsubmm = φsubmm + pi/2.
We use this approximation, implicitly assuming that both po-
larization observations are homogeneously sampling the mag-
netic field along the LOS, but it is not necessarily the case.
The observables in emission and extinction, the Stokes param-
eters Q and U, do not directly trace the magnetic field direc-
tion, but rather the density-weighted magnetic field orientation.
Additionally, the alignment of the dust with the local magnetic
field is not perfect in all environments (Lazarian & Hoang 2007;
Andersson et al. 2015). However, for the sake of comparison
between the observed quantities in emission and extinction, the
aforementioned approximation is sufficient to compare how both
techniques are sampling the ISM.
2.2. Column density
We use the dust optical depth at 353 GHz (τ353) as a proxy for
the total gas column density (NH). The τ353 map was derived
from the all-sky Planck intensity observations at 353, 545, and
857 GHz, and the IRAS observations at 100 µm, through a mod-
ified black body spectrum fit, which also yielded maps of the
dust temperature and of the dust opacity spectral index (Planck
Collaboration XI 2014). The τ353 map, computed initially at 5′
resolution, was smoothed to 10′ to match the polarization maps.
3 http://pla.esac.esa.int/pla/
4 http://healpix.sf.net
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Table 1. Locations of the selected regions and properties of the starlight polarization observations
Region d a l b ∆l × ∆b Nstarb Band min(pstar/σpstar ) Reference
[pc] [deg] [deg] [deg]
Taurus . . . . 135 172.5 −14.5 9.0 × 9.0 287 H 3.0 Clemens et al. (2007)
. . . . . . . . . . 474 I 5.0 Heiles (2000)
Pipe . . . . . . 145 0.0 5.0 8.0 × 8.0 9796 R 5.0 Franco et al. (2010)
Lupus I . . . . 140 339.0 16.0 6.0 × 6.0 1938 R 5.0 Franco & Alves (2015)
Musca . . . . 160 301.0 −9.0 6.0 × 6.0 2439 V 5.0 Pereyra & Magalha˜es (2004)
a The estimates of distances are from: Schlafly et al. (2014) for Taurus, Lupus I, and Musca; Alves & Franco (2007) for Pipe.
b Number of stars after thresholding in SNR.
Fig. 1. Magnetic field orientations inferred from submillimetre emission and visible/NIR extinction polarization observations to-
wards the Taurus (top left), Pipe (top right), Lupus I (bottom left), and Musca (bottom right) molecular clouds. The colours rep-
resent the total gas column density in logarithmic scale. The “drapery” pattern, produced using the line integral convolution (LIC,
Cabral & Leedom 1993), indicates the magnetic field orientation, orthogonal to the orientation of the submillimetre polarization.
The black pseudo-vectors indicate the magnetic field orientation from starlight polarization in the corresponding lines-of-sight. Each
pseudo-vector represents the average field orientation inferred from the stars within 3.′5-diameter vicinities.
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The errors resulting from smoothing the product τ353 map, rather
than the underlying data and re-fitting, are negligible compared
to the uncertainties in the dust opacity and do not significantly
affect the results of this study.
To scale from τ353 to NH, following Planck Collaboration XI
(2014), we adopted the dust opacity,
σ353 = τ353/NH = 1.2 × 10−26 cm2 . (2)
Variations in dust opacity are present even in the diffuse ISM and
the opacity decreases systematically by a factor of 2 from the
denser to the diffuse ISM (Planck Collaboration XXIV 2011;
Martin et al. 2012; Planck Collaboration XI 2014), but our re-
sults do not depend on this calibration.
2.3. Starlight polarization
In this analysis, we combine previously published starlight po-
larization measurements summarized in Table 1. We evalu-
ate the observations in terms of their polarized intensity P ≡√
Q2 + U2, only selecting sources in these catalogs with a polar-
ization SNR P/σP ≥ 5, except for the H-band (1.6 µm) polariza-
tion observations towards Taurus, where we use all sources with
P/σP ≥ 3. These values of polarization SNR correspond to clas-
sical uncertainties in the orientation angle σψ < 5.◦7 and σψ <
9.◦5, and they guarantee that the polarization bias is negligible
(Serkowski 1958; Naghizadeh-Khouei & Clarke 1993; Montier
et al. 2015).
The optical data towards the Pipe Nebula, Lupus I, and
Musca were acquired with the 1.6 m and 0.6 m telescopes of the
Observato´rio do Pico dos Dias (LNA/MCTI, Brazil). The obser-
vations were made using IAGPOL, a polarimetric unit consisting
of a half-wave plate retarder followed by a calcite Savart prism
and a filters wheel (Magalhaes et al. 1996). The field-of-view of
these observations is around 10′×10′. The data processing pro-
vides the reduced Stokes parameters, q ≡ Q/I and u ≡ U/I;
polarization fraction, pstar ≡
√
q2 + u2; and polarization angle,
φstar, measured eastwards from the North Celestial Pole (in de-
grees) for each star. A detailed description of the polarimetric
observations and the data processing can be found in (Franco
et al. 2010) for the Pipe Nebula, (Franco & Alves 2015) for
Lupus I, and (Pereyra & Magalha˜es 2004) for Musca.
Towards Taurus, the H-band polarization was observed with
the Mimir instrument (Clemens et al. 2007) using the 1.8 m
Perkins telescope of the Lowell Observatory. Mimir also con-
tains a rotating half-wave plate and the field of view is the same
as the optical observations. The H-band observations were cen-
tred on two subregions: a low-density field and a filamentary,
high-density field. To cover scales larger than the size of the two
subregions but smaller than their separation, we also included
in this analysis 474 I-band polarization observations from the
catalog described in Heiles (2000), all with polarization SNR
P/σP ≥ 5.
3. Gaussian models of polarization
Throughout this work, we characterize our analysis tools us-
ing a series of Gaussian models of Stokes Q and U intro-
duced in Planck Collaboration Int. XXXII (2016) and Planck
Collaboration Int. XLV (2016).
Each model is built from 3D vectors BM with a Gaussian dis-
tribution of orientations about a mean direction BM0. The three
components of BM are independent realizations of a Gaussian
field on a full-sky HEALPix grid, with an angular power spec-
trum having a power law, P(k) ∝ kαM , to which we add the com-
ponents of BM0. These realizations are computed with the proce-
dure SYNFAST of HEALPix at Nside = 2048, which corresponds
to an effective pixel size of 1.′72.
These models are characterized by the ratio fM between the
standard deviation of |BM| and |BM0| and the values of the spec-
tral index, αM. The ratio fM determines the amplitude of the scat-
ter of BM with respect to BM0, while the spectral index αM con-
trols the correlation of the BM orientations across the sky. The
distribution function of angles between BM and BM0 per solid
angle unit is close to Gaussian with a standard deviation, σM,
that increases from 9.◦7 to 29.◦5 and 38◦ for fM = 0.3, 1.0 and
1.5, respectively.
For each model, we compute maps of the projections of BM
and BM0 onto the sky with respect to the local direction of the
north Galactic pole, ψM and ψM0, respectively. Subsequently,
we compute Stokes QM ≡ sin2 ψM − cos2 ψM and UM ≡
2 sinψ cosψM, and project them onto a Cartesian-grid map us-
ing the procedure described in Section 2.1. These models do not
include any density structure and consequently there is no infor-
mation in the Stokes IM.
We chose four models corresponding to the combinations of
αM = −2.5 and −1.5, and fM = 1.0 and 0.5. We project them
towards a 6◦×6◦ region where the inclination of BM0 with respect
to the plane of the sky is γ = 20◦. Given that the mean field
inclination in the studied regions is unknown, this selection of γ
is arbitrary, but it allows to illustrate the effect of the magnetic
field structure in the observed polarization.
We analyze each one of these projected models at two an-
gular resolutions, 10′ and 2′, aiming to characterize one of the
differences between the starlight and the submillimetre observa-
tions. In reality the angular resolution of each starlight polariza-
tion observation is comparable to the size of the star, which is
of the order of fractions of an arc-second. However, reproducing
such a large dynamic range, between the size of the stars and the
size of the Planck beam, is unpractical and unnecessary given
the fact that we are using a simple model, where most of the
structure is in the largest scales.
4. Analysis
The spatial distribution of ψstar and ψsubmm towards the four se-
lected regions is presented in Fig. 1. The former is shown as a set
of uniform length pseudo-vectors representing the average field
orientation inferred from the stars within 3.′5-diameter vicinities.
The latter is shown as a “drapery” pattern, produced from the raw
Planck 353 GHz observations using the line integral convolution
(LIC, Cabral & Leedom 1993), overlaid on the corresponding
NH map.
In order to quantitatively compare both types of observa-
tions, we compute the mean and the dispersion of starlight polar-
ization orientations and polarized fractions within an area iden-
tical to that of the submillimetre beam. Then, we compute the
structure function of the magnetic field orientations to charac-
terize and compare the field structures sampled by each type of
observations across multiple scales in each region. We present
this analysis applied to both the observations and the Gaussian
polarization models introduced in Sect. 3.
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Table 2. Field dispersion within 10′ vicinities.
Region ψ¯star − ψ¯submm ςψstar
Mean P85a P95a Mean Median Std. Dev.
[deg] [deg] [deg] [deg] [deg] [deg]
Taurus . . . . . . . . . . -0.2 12.0 16.6 10.4 9.5 6.1
Pipe . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.1 6.9 12.4 7.5 6.0 5.3
Lupus I . . . . . . . . . . 4.4 10.8 15.2 19.0 15.2 9.9
Musca . . . . . . . . . . 1.5 2.7 3.7 6.2 6.1 1.0
a Percentile values of | ψ¯submm − ψ¯star |.
Fig. 3. Scatter plot of the differences between the mean field orientations inferred from starlight and submillimeter polarization,
| ψ¯submm − ψ¯star |, against the dispersion of orientation angles, ςψstar , in all the 10′ vicinities with more than three stars towards each
observed region (left) and towards the Gaussian polarization models introduced in Sect. 3 (right). The dashed vertical lines indicate
the mean values of ςψstar .
Fig. 4. Scatter plot of the differences between the mean field orientations inferred from starlight and submillimeter polarization,
| ψ¯submm − ψ¯star |, against the fluctuations in polarized fraction, ςpstar/ p¯star, in all the 10′ vicinities with more than three stars towards
each observed region (left) and towards the Gaussian polarization models introduced in Sect. 3 (right). The dashed grey line indicates
ςpstar/p¯star = 1.
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Fig. 5. Scatter plot of the fluctuations in polarized fraction, ςpstar/p¯star against the dispersion of orientation angles, ςψstar , in all the 10′
vicinities with more than three stars towards each observed region (left) and towards the Gaussian polarization models introduced
in Sect. 3 (right). The dashed grey line indicates ςpstar/ p¯star = 1.
Fig. 2. Distributions of the differences ψ¯submm−ψ¯star between the
mean orientation of 〈Bˆsubmm⊥ 〉 and 〈Bˆstar⊥ 〉within each 10′ vicinity,
for each field. The dispersions σ of the histograms are given in
the top left corner.
4.1. Structure of 〈Bˆ⊥〉 within the Planck beam
Towards each studied region, we identify a series of vicinities
centred on each of the selected stars and with the same diame-
ter, d = 10′, as the Planck beam. For each vicinity containing
more than three stars, we evaluate the dispersion of the starlight-
inferred magnetic field orientations, ςψstar , the difference between
the mean field orientations inferred from starlight polarization
and Planck 353 GHz observations, | ψ¯star − ψ¯submm |, and the ra-
tio between the dispersion and the mean value of the starlight
polarization fraction, ςpstar/pstar.
4.1.1. Magnetic field orientation within the Planck beam
We compute the mean magnetic field orientation in a given vicin-
ity
ψ¯star =
1
N
N∑
i=1
ψ(i)star, (3)
and its dispersion
ςψstar =
 1N − 1
N∑
i=1
(ψ¯star − ψ(i)star)2
1/2 , (4)
where N is the number of stars in that vicinity. We use the nota-
tion ςψstar to avoid confusion with σψstar , which is the uncertainty
on the orientation angle ψstar. The quantity ψ¯star − ψ(i)star is evalu-
ated considering the periodicity of the angles by using
ψ¯star−ψ(i)star =
1
2
arctan
(
q(i)star u¯star − q¯star u(i)star , q(i)star q¯star + u(i)star u¯star
)
,
(5)
where q(i)star and u
(i)
star are the values of the reduced Stokes parame-
ters corresponding to the polarization observation of the i-th star,
while q¯star and u¯star are the averages of these quantities computed
over all the stars in the vicinity, which correspond to ψ¯star when
the polarization bias is small.
We computed the difference between the mean orientation of
the field derived from starlight and submillimetre by using
ψ¯star − ψ¯submm = (6)
1
2
arctan
(
Q¯submmu¯star − q¯starU¯submm, Q¯submmq¯star + U¯submmu¯star
)
,
where Q¯submm and U¯submm are the mean values of the Planck
353 GHz Stokes parameters within the vicinity. We show the dis-
tributions of ψ¯star − ψ¯submm towards each region in Fig. 2.
We compare the estimated values of | ψ¯star − ψ¯submm | with
the dispersion of starlight-inferred magnetic field orientations,
ςψstar , within each 10
′ vicinities in Fig. 3. We present some of
the parameters that describe the distributions of ςψstar and | ψ¯star −
ψ¯submm | in Table 2.
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4.1.2. Starlight polarized fraction pstar within the Planck beam
We compute the polarization fraction of the mean starlight po-
larization signal
p¯star =
(
q¯2star + u¯
2
star
)1/2
, (7)
and the dispersion
ςpstar =
 1N − 1
N∑
i=1
[
(q¯star − qstar)2 + (u¯star − ustar)2
]1/2 , (8)
where N is the number of stars in that vicinity. As in the case
of ςψstar , we use the notation ςpstar to avoid confusion with σpstar ,
which is the uncertainty on the polarization fraction pstar. We
compare the estimated values of the | ψ¯star − ψ¯submm | with the
pstar fluctuations characterized by ςpstar/ p¯star in Fig. 4.
4.2. Angular structure function
In order to further characterize the values of ψstar and ψsubmm
without averaging over a particular vicinity size, we evaluate
their second-order structure function, S 2(`). In this technique,
the 〈Bˆ⊥〉 orientation dispersion is quantified by considering the
difference in angle, ∆ψ(`) = ψ(x) − ψ(x + `), between pairs of
〈Bˆ⊥〉 pseudo-vectors separated by displacements ` in the plane
of the sky. Assuming that the angle differences are statistically
isotropic (i.e., they depend only on ` = |`| and not on the ori-
entation of `), they can be binned by distance, `. Considering a
central position x, there are N(`) pixels, identified by an index i,
such that the distance from x to xi lies within the corresponding
`-bin. The square of the second-order structure function is then,
S 22(`) = 〈
1
N(`)
N(`)∑
i=1
(∆ψx,i)2〉x , (9)
where ∆ψx,i = ψ(x) − ψ(xi) and 〈. . .〉x denotes an average over
all the selected observations. In terms of the Stokes parameters,
this difference can be written
∆ψx,i =
1
2
arctan (QiUx − QxUi , QiQx + UiUx) , (10)
with Qi = Q(xi), Ui = U(xi), Qx = Q(x), and Ux = U(x).
We calculate S 2(`) for both starlight and submillimetre po-
larization observations using the lines of sight where starlight
observations are available and calculating the corresponding
ψsubmm at the exact position of the stars by linear interpolation
of the Planck 353 GHz Stokes Q and U maps. For the sake of
comparison, we also compute S 2(`) for 10,000 lines of sight
randomly distributed over the Planck 353 GHz Stokes Q and U
maps.
To construct S 2(`) we first compute the angle difference,
∆ψx,i, for every pair of points in each region. Next, we bin the
data into 40 bins of equal length between 0 and 120′. The val-
ues of the lag, `, correspond to the geometrical average of the
distances used to define each bin. The variance of S 2(`) is calcu-
lated by random sampling (bootstrapping). The calculated values
of the angular structure function for the starlight and the submil-
limetre polarization observations, S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`), respec-
tively, are presented in Fig. 6.
4.3. Differences between S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`)
We quantify the differences between S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`) using
two methods. First,
δS 2(`) ≡ S star2 (`) − S submm2 (`), (11)
which corresponds to what can be inferred from the visual in-
spection of the values illustrated in the upper plot of each panel
in Fig. 6. Second,
∆S 2(`) ≡
√
([S star2 (`)]
2 −C2star) − ([S submm2 (`)]2 −C2submm) (12)
which corresponds to the quadratic differences between both
functions and accounts for the effects of the bias corrections,
C2(`).
Although we selected polarization observations with high
SNR, we nevertheless evaluate the effect of the polarization bias
on the angular structure function, as follows. Each orientation
angle ψ is given by
ψ(x) = ψ0(x) + δψ(x), (13)
where ψ0(x) is the true value of the angle and δψ(x) a random
(zero-mean) error, then the expectation value of the square of
∆ψ(`) = ψ(x) − ψ(x + `)
= [ψ0(x) + δψ(x)] − [ψ0(x + `) + δψ(x + `)]
= ∆ψ0(`) + [δψ(x) − δψ(x + `)] (14)
is given by
〈[∆ψ(`)]2〉 = 〈∆ψ0(`)]2〉 + 〈[δψ(x)]2〉
+ 〈[δψ(x + `)]2〉 − 2〈δψ(x)δψ(x + `)〉. (15)
For the starlight polarization observations 〈δψ(x)δψ(x + `)〉 = 0,
because they correspond to a pencil-like beam and the mea-
surements are uncorrelated, and by definition the mean of the
square of the measurement uncertainties, σ2ψ(x) ≡ 〈[δψ(x)]2〉 and
σ2ψ(x + `) ≡ 〈[δψ(x + `)]2〉, thus leading to
〈[∆ψ(`)]2〉 = 〈∆ψ0(`)]2〉 + σ2ψ(x) + σ2ψ(x + `). (16)
It follows that in order to recover the true value
〈∆ψ0(`)]2〉 = 〈[∆ψ(`)]2〉 −C2star, (17)
we have to subtract the de-biasing correction given by
C2star = σ
2
ψ(x) + σ
2
ψ(x + `). (18)
from the 〈[∆ψ(`)]2〉 values estimated for the observations.
For the submillimetre observations, the de-biasing correction
is given by Equation B.4. from Houde et al. (2009), which cor-
responds to
C2submm = σ
2
ψ(x) + σ
2
ψ(x + `) − 2σψ(x)σψ(x + `) e−`
2/4W2 (19)
where W = 0.425 FWHM is the beam radius.
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Table 3. Quantities derived from the angular structure function S 2(`).
Region ∆S 2(1.5′)a,b ∆S 2(10.2′)a,c 〈∆S 2(`)〉`>10′
[deg] [deg] [deg]
Taurus . . . . . . . . . . 7.6 14.5 −d
Pipe . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.3 9.3 7.8± 2.5
Lupus I . . . . . . . . . . 12.5 20.7 14.7± 4.4
Musca . . . . . . . . . . 6.0 8.4 7.7± 0.4
a ∆S 2(`) as defined in Eq. 12.
b 1.5′ corresponds to the centre of the first `-bin in the range 0′ < ` < 2.9′.
c 10.2′ corresponds to the centre of the `-bin in the range 8.8′ < ` < 11.7′.
d Towards Taurus, we find S star2 (`)< S
submm
2 (`) for a wide range of `. This effect, produced by an insufficient amount of starlight polarization
observations to cover those scales, makes the corresponding values of 〈∆S 2(`)〉`>10′ imaginary and not meaningful.
Fig. 6. Structure functions of the starlight polarization, S star2 (`) (orange), submillimetre polarization along the lines of sight to stars,
S submm2 (`) (blue), and submillimetre polarization over the whole map, S
all submm
2 (`) (magenta). In the lower plot of each panel we
present the differences ∆S 2(`) ≡
[
([S star2 (`)]
2 −C2star) − ([S submm2 (`)]2 −C2submm)
]1/2
(dark green), δS 2(`) ≡ S star2 (`)− S submm2 (`) (light
green), and the corresponding bias corrections, C2star (dashed grey) and C
2
submm (solid grey). The vertical dashed line indicates the
effective size of the Planck beam. The horizontal dashed line in the upper plot of each panel indicates S 2(`) = pi/
√
12 rad ≈ 52◦,
which corresponds to a random distribution of orientations.
5. Discussion
We use two methods to compare the 〈Bˆ⊥〉 structure as sam-
pled by starlight and submillimetre, whose main difference is
the range of scales over which the comparison is made.
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In the vicinity method, we quantify the dispersion of 〈Bˆ⊥〉
orientation within the Planck beam, which is accessible through
the high angular resolution of the starlight polarization obser-
vations. The difference between 〈Bˆsubmm⊥ 〉 and 〈Bˆstar⊥ 〉 averaged
over the area of the Planck beam amounts to a comparison at the
10′ scale. To relate this difference to the structure of the field at
smaller scales, we compare it with ςψstar and ςpstar/ p¯star.
In the S 2(`) method, we consider the dispersion of the
〈Bˆsubmm⊥ 〉 and 〈Bˆstar⊥ 〉 orientation angles across multiple scales.
At scales below the size of the Planck beam, ` < 10′, we eval-
uate how much structure is smoothed by the angular resolution
of the Planck 353 GHz observation. At scales above the size of
the Planck beam, ` > 10′, we evaluate if the structure of the
field traced by starlight polarization is comparable to that in-
ferred from the Planck 353 GHz observations.
5.1. The 〈Bˆ⊥〉 structure within the Planck beam
The average values of the difference between 〈Bˆstar⊥ 〉 and
〈Bˆsubmm⊥ 〉 within the 10′-diameter vicinities, presented in Table 2
and illustrated in Fig. 2, show that the 〈Bˆ⊥〉 orientations inferred
from optical/NIR polarization angle follow those inferred from
submillimetre observations within approximately 5◦, thus con-
firming the visual impression from Fig. 1 and suggesting ex-
cellent agreement between the 〈Bˆ⊥〉 orientations estimated with
both techniques when evaluated at the 10′ scale.
The values in Table 2 reveal that the 85-th and 95-th per-
centiles of |ψ¯star − ψ¯submm| in the vicinities are less than 12◦ and
16.◦6, respectively. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows that the dis-
tribution of the values |ψ¯star − ψ¯submm| and ςψstar is different in
each region. Also, there seems to be a trend in |ψ¯star − ψ¯submm|
and ςψstar , as the largest differences between the orientation an-
gles correspond the vicinities with the largest dispersions of
orientation angles. Towards the Musca region, all the vicini-
ties are grouped around |ψ¯star − ψ¯submm| . 5◦ and ςψstar . 9◦.
Towards the Pipe Nebula, we find that the majority of the vicini-
ties have |ψ¯star − ψ¯submm| . 15◦, but there are many vicinities
with ςψstar & 30
◦. Towards the Lupus I region, where the mean
values of |ψ¯star − ψ¯submm| and ςψstar are the largest, there are many
vicinities with ςψstar & 40
◦.
To estimate the amount of dispersion that would be expected
just from the differences in angular resolution between the two
observations, we apply the same analysis to the Gaussian polar-
ization models introduced in Sect. 3. The behaviour of |ψ¯2 − ψ¯10|
with respect to ςψ2 is only related to the difference in the angular
resolutions since, by construction, ψ¯10 and ψ¯2 correspond to the
same field.
The right panel of Fig. 3 shows that these simple models
qualitatively reproduce some of the trends seen towards the con-
sidered MCs. In this example, the models with fM = 0.5 repro-
duce the low mean and dispersion of |ψ¯star − ψ¯submm| and ςψstar
values seen towards the Musca regions. The models with larger
dispersion around the mean field, fM = 1.0, show similar trends
to the Lupus I and the Pipe Nebula, where the values of ςψstar are
larger than in Musca. However, one should refrain from draw-
ing conclusions on the values of αM and fM towards these re-
gions just from this comparison as these parameters are degen-
erate and the inclination of the mean field orientation with re-
spect to the plane of the sky is unknown. What can be learned
from the comparison with these simple polarization models is
that the observed values of |ψ¯star − ψ¯submm| and ςψstar do not indi-
cate that stars and the submillimetre observations are sampling
significantly different B structures.
To further investigate the relation between |ψ¯star−ψ¯submm| and
the structure within the Planck beam, we compare this quantity
with the fluctuations in the starlight polarization fraction charac-
terized by ςpstar/ p¯star. In principle, each p¯star observation carries
information about the dispersion of the field along the LOS that
might be lost if we only consider the orientation angle.
The left panel of Fig. 4 shows that for most of the vicinities
the fluctuations of pstar are relatively low, ςpstar/ p¯star < 1. The
largest values of ςpstar/p¯star, present mainly towards Lupus I and
the Pipe Nebula, are not particularly associated with the largest
values of |ψ¯star − ψ¯submm|. It is tempting to interpret large fluc-
tuations of pstar within a vicinity as indicating that each star is
sampling considerably different media along the LOS. However,
the results of the analysis of the Gaussian models, presented in
the right panel of Fig. 4, indicate that these fluctuations can be
produced by the dispersions in the 3-dimensional orientation of
B, which are larger for larger values of fM or values of αM closer
to zero. The similarities in the behaviour of |ψ¯2−ψ¯10|with respect
to ς2/ p¯2 and |ψ¯star−ψ¯submm|with respect to ςpstar/p¯star do not indi-
cate that starlight and submillimetre observations are sampling
significantly different B structures. But they indicate consider-
able differences in the dispersion of B in the different regions.
In principle, the value of the dispersions ςpstar/ p¯star and ςψstar
could be associated with the amount of turbulence in each re-
gion. However, the velocity dispersions in each region observed
at angular resolutions close to 10′ are not significantly different,
withσv = 1.2±0.5, 1.5±0.6, and 1.0±0.4 km s−1 towards Taurus,
Lupus, and the Chamaeleon-Musca regions, respectively5. But
these MCs are located in particularly different environments.
Recent studies indicate that Lupus I, the region where we see
the largest values of ςpstar/ p¯star and ςψstar , has a larger star for-
mation rate and its formation is associated with large feedback
events (Rygl et al. 2013; Gaczkowski et al. 2015). In contrast,
Musca and Taurus, where the values of ςpstar/ p¯star and ςψstar are
low, are apparently more quiescent (Kenyon et al. 2008; Luhman
2008). Nevertheless, establishing a detailed relation between the
gas kinematics in each of these clouds and the structure of 〈Bˆ⊥〉
is not straightforward and it is beyond the goal of this work.
For the sake of completeness, we evaluate the relation be-
tween ςpstar/ p¯star and ςψstar . Fig. 5 shows how the values of
ςψstar are well correlated with ςpstar/ p¯star. However, the values of
ςpstar/p¯star show a larger dynamic range since the angle disper-
sion saturates at ςψstar ≈ 52◦, while ςpstar in unbounded.
The trend in the observed values of ςpstar/p¯star and ςψstar in
the vicinities is consistent with the results found in the Gaussian
models. This is important because such a trend is not possible to
reproduce in terms of the dust grain alignment efficiency alone.
In the observations, we find that the largest values of ςpstar/p¯star
are consistently associated with the largest ςψstar . If the dust grain
alignment was the only process responsible for the observed
〈Bˆstar⊥ 〉, the decrease in the values of pstar would be independent
of the values of ςψstar since the lowest values of pstar would corre-
spond to vicinities where the dust polarization does not sample
the B morphology making the observed 〈Bˆstar⊥ 〉 orientations ran-
dom. This accounts for the saturation of ςψstar ≈ 52◦, but it does
not account for the correlation between ςpstar/ p¯star and ςψstar at
smaller ςψstar values. This does not exclude the effect of the dust
grain alignment efficiency, which we have assumed to be perfect,
5 These values are estimated from CO emission-line observations
(Dame et al. 2001) and presented in Table D.1. of Planck Collaboration
Int. XXXV (2016)
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but indicates that the magnetic field morphology and the spatial
correlations in the polarization observations are a key ingredient
for the interpretation of the distributions of p and ψ.
Fig. 8. Illustration of four simplified models of the LOS sam-
pled by a Planck beam; (a) stars located in a portion of the ISM
where B is uniform and beyond the last star B is not uniform,
(b) stars located in a portion of the ISM where B is uniform and
beyond the last star B is uniform with a possibly different mean
direction, (c) stars located in a portion of the ISM where B is
not uniform and beyond the last star B is not uniform, and (d)
stars located in a portion of the ISM where B is not uniform and
beyond the last star B is uniform.
5.2. Background and line of sight depth
So far we have interpreted the values of |ψ¯star− ψ¯submm|, ςψstar , and
ςpstar/p¯star in terms of Gaussian models of polarization, which
are 3-dimensional in their treatment of B, but do not include
the depth of the LOS, which is different for the starlight and
submillimetre observations.
The magnetic field responsible for the starlight polarization
angle observed towards a particular direction is the average of
various components encountered by the beam of starlight as it
traverses the ISM, weighted by the specific extinction in each
segment of path. In contrast, the Planck observations include
the contributions of the dust thermal polarized emission along
all the LOS. If we assume that the dust scale height is 50 pc
and the mean density is n0 ≈ 1 cm−3, the total gas column den-
sity contributed by the dust in the Galactic disk corresponds to
about 40% of the mean NH towards the vicinities in the consid-
ered regions. Given that the stars within the same Planck-beam-
sized vicinity can be distributed at multiple distances, thus sam-
pling different segments in the ISM, we can potentially use the
starlight polarization observations to characterize 〈Bˆ⊥〉 in dif-
ferent portions of the LOS and describe its structure using the
observed values of ςpstar/p¯star and ςψstar .
Unfortunately, the distance to the majority of the stars in-
cluded in this study is currently unknown, making it difficult to
assess the contribution of each section of the LOS to the total po-
larized signal. For the moment, we can compare the behaviour of
ςψstar and ςpstar/ p¯star as a function of the total polarized flux in the
Planck 353 GHz observations and characterize any correlations
that indicate the differences in the LOS depth and the potential
effect of an homogeneous polarization background behind the
stars.
Fig. 7 presents a comparison between the ςpstar/ p¯star and ςψstar
with the mean values of the total polarized flux from the Planck
353 GHz observations, P¯submm, within the 10′ vicinities. We ob-
serve that the largest values of ςpstar/p¯star and ςψstar are in gen-
eral associated with the lowest values of P¯submm. We do not find
vicinities where P¯submm is large and where, simultaneously, the
values of ςpstar/p¯star and ςψstar are also large corresponding to a
large dispersion of 〈Bˆ⊥〉 or large differences in the LOS sampled
by different stars within the same vicinity. We interpret this as
an indication that there is no contribution of an homogeneous
polarized background behind the stars.
To better describe this interpretation, we illustrate our argu-
ment with four toy models of the possible 〈Bˆ⊥〉 structure sam-
pled by the Planck beam along the LOS, shown in Fig. 8. We
consider that:
(a) the stars are located in a portion of the ISM where B is uni-
form and beyond the last star B is not uniform,
(b) the stars are located in a portion of the ISM where B is uni-
form and beyond the last star B is uniform with a possibly
different mean direction,
(c) the stars are located in a portion of the ISM where B is not
uniform and beyond the last star B is not uniform,
(d) the stars are located in a portion of the ISM where B is not
uniform and beyond the last star B is uniform.
For model (a), we expect relatively low values of ςpstar/p¯star
and ςψstar , since the uniform structure of the field introduces cor-
relations between the polarization of stars at the different dis-
tances; relatively low values of |ψ¯star − ψ¯submm|, since the pro-
jected field orientation is dominated by the portion of the ISM
where 〈Bˆ⊥〉 is homogeneous; and not particularly low values of
P¯submm.
For model (b), we expect relatively low values of ςpstar/ p¯star
and ςψstar , for the same reason mentioned in the previous case;
homogeneous values of |ψ¯star − ψ¯submm| that correspond to the
difference between the mean 〈Bˆ⊥〉 in the first portion and the
average 〈Bˆ⊥〉 from both portions of the LOS; and not partic-
ularly low values of P¯submm, unless the two regions happen to
have fields at 90◦ to each other.
For model (c), we expect relatively large values of ςpstar/ p¯star
and ςψstar , given that the correlation length of 〈Bˆ⊥〉 is small; val-
ues of |ψ¯star − ψ¯submm| that depend on the length of each portion
of the LOS; and low values of P¯submm.
For model (d), we expect relatively large values of ςpstar/ p¯star
and ςψstar , for the same reason mentioned in the previous case;
values of |ψ¯star − ψ¯submm| that depend on the structure of the por-
tion of the LOS portion sampled by the stars; and not particularly
low values of P¯submm, which are dominated by the B correlation
in the medium behind the stars.
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Fig. 7. Scatter plot of the fluctuations in polarized fraction, ςpstar/ p¯star (left), and the dispersion of orientation angles, ςψstar (right),
against the mean values of the total polarized flux from the Planck 353 GHz observations in all the 10′ vicinities with more than
three stars towards each observed region. The dashed grey lines, included just for reference, correspond to ςpstar/ p¯star = 1 (left) and
ςψstar = 10
◦ (right).
The behaviour of the Lupus I and portions of the Pipe Nebula
seems to be related to model (c). In contrast, the behaviour of
Musca is more similar to model (b), as previously identified in
Planck Collaboration Int. XXXIII (2016), where the estimation
of the ‘background” was inferred using the polarization orienta-
tion at different NH. Model (a) is harder to evaluate, given that
we do not have a clear estimate of how much of P¯submm is due to
the portion of the LOS also sampled by the stars, but the results
of the analysis do not discard it. What it is clear from this test
is that there is no evidence of model (d). The stars considered in
this study can be located as far as 1 or 2 kpc from the Sun, thus it
is not possible to unambiguously define what is the contribution
of the ISM behind the cloud to the observed 〈Bˆsubmm⊥ 〉.
To further advance in the investigation of the polarized back-
ground, one could compare the values of Psubmm and pstar to-
wards high Galactic latitudes, where the depth of the LOS is
limited and the contribution of the background is negligible.
However, there is evidence that the dust towards the aforemen-
tioned regions has different properties than the dust in the MCs
(Planck Collaboration Int. XXIX 2016) and this involves a de-
tailed study of the dust emission and extinction properties, which
is beyond the scope of this work.
5.3. The angular structure function S 2(`)
Our objective in computing S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`) along the same
LOSs, shown in Fig. 6, is evaluating the differences between the
〈Bˆstar⊥ 〉 and 〈Bˆsubmm⊥ 〉 structure across multiple scales. The differ-
ences δS 2(`) and ∆S 2(`), defined in Eq. 11 and Eq. 12 respec-
tively, are shown in the lower plots of each panel in Fig. 6 and
summarized in Table. 3. We also test if the behaviour of S star2 (`)
and S submm2 (`) is representative of the 〈Bˆ⊥〉 behaviour over each
region by comparing it with S all submm2 (`), which corresponds to
10,000 LOSs randomly distributed over the Planck 353 GHz po-
larization maps. Given the scale set by the angular resolution of
the Planck observations, we discuss separately the behaviour of
S 2(`) at scales ` < 10′ and ` > 10′.
5.3.1. The structure function at ` < 10′
At scales ` < 10′, S submm2 (`) progressively tends to zero with de-
creasing ` as expected from the smoothing by the Planck beam.
In the lowest `-bin, which corresponds to the range 0′ < ` < 2.9′,
we find that the differences between S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`) lie
between 6.◦0 and 12.◦5, as presented in Table 3. The values of
the bias corrections, Cstar and Csubmm shown in the lower plot of
each panel in Fig. 6, indicate that these differences are not due to
noise, but correspond to the structure of 〈Bˆ⊥〉 at ` < 2.9′, which
has been characterized in previous studies (Franco et al. 2010;
Chapman et al. 2011; Franco & Alves 2015).
In the `-bin around ` = 10′, which corresponds to the range
8.8′ < ` < 11.7′, we find that the differences between S star2 (`)
and S submm2 (`) lie between 8.
◦5 and 20.◦7, as also presented in
Table 3. These values are directly comparable to those presented
in Table 2, but given that the quadratic averaging implied in the
calculation of S 2(`) enhances large dispersion values, it is ex-
pected that ∆S 2(` ≈ 10′) > 〈ςψstar〉. The largest values of ∆S 2 at
` < 10′ are found towards the Lupus I region, where the vicinity
analysis also identifies the largest values of 〈ςψstar〉. Consistently,
the Pipe Nebula and the Musca regions have the lowest values of
〈ςψstar〉 and ∆S 2 at ` < 10′.
5.3.2. The structure function at ` > 10′
At scales ` > 10′, the values of S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`) are roughly
constant, but present wave-like features or “jitter”. The “jitter” is
not present in S all submm2 (`), which is estimated using Qsubmm and
Usubmm in 10,000 LOSs randomly distributed over each region
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Fig. 9. Structure functions S 2(`) calculated from the Gaussian polarization models corresponding to fM = 1.0 and αM = −2.5
(circles) and αM = −1.5 (squares), with angular resolutions δ = 2′ (orange and red), 10′ (blue and magenta). The dashed lines
with open symbols, shown in orange and blue, correspond to S 2(`) calculated using only the values of QM and UM towards lines of
sights with starlight polarization observations towards each region. The solid lines with filled symbols, shown in red and magenta,
correspond to S 2(`) calculated using 10,000 LOSs randomly distributed over each region. In the lower plot of each panel, we present
the differences, ∆S 2(`) ≡
(
[S δ=2
′
2 (`)]
2 − [S δ=10′2 (`)]2
)1/2
(dark green), and δS 2(`) ≡ S δ=2′2 (`) − S δ=10
′
2 (`) (light green). There is no
noise included in the Gaussian models of polarization, so no bias correction is necessary.
and not just along the lines of sight with observations of starlight
polarization, thus suggesting that these features are related to
the distribution of the observed stars in the plane of the sky and
not to the structure of 〈Bˆ⊥〉. To evaluate this LOS distribution
effect, we compute S 2(`) in the Gaussian polarizations models
introduced in Sect. 3.
For illustration purposes, we present in Fig. 9 the values of
S 2(`) computed with the Stokes parameters QM and UM corre-
sponding to the models with either αM = −1.5 and αM = −2.5,
fM = 1.0 and γ = 20◦. The results of this simple test reveal that
the distribution of the stars introduces “jitter” features in S 2(`)
that depend on the parameters in the model, but that are largely
attenuated when considering a large amount of LOSs uniformly
distributed over each region.
The “jitter” is largest in the S 2(`) values corresponding to the
model with the least amount of spatial correlation, αM = −1.5.
In the model with αM = −2.5, the effect of the sampling is less
manifest, as larger regions of the polarization maps are corre-
lated, but this effect is not the result of the spectral index of tur-
bulence alone. Given that lower values of fM values correspond
to small dispersions around the mean field direction, they also
correspond to larger spatial correlation than models with higher
fM. In the same manner, lower values of γ correspond to mean
field orientations closer to the plane of the sky, thus producing
larger amount of spatial correlation than models where the mean
field orientation is closer to the line of sight.
The “jitter” can be associated to two aspects of the spatial
distribution of the stars in the plane of the sky. On the one hand,
starlight polarization observations are grouped in fields that cor-
respond to the telescope field of view, thus imposing a particular
sampling scale, i.e., a set of distances that are much better sam-
pled than others. This effect, which is less noticeable in the S 2
studies at scales below the size of the field of view (Franco et al.
2010; Franco & Alves 2015), is difficult to identify as it would
involve sparsely sampling the data, requiring a large amount of
observations at multiple separations to populate the `-bins with
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enough statistical significance. On the other hand, S 2 involves
averaging over ` in all directions. This is not always possible
with the stars, as the star separations are not necessarily isotropic
and some of the ell-bins may be populated by stars distributed
towards one particular direction. Both of these effects do not af-
fect the submillimetre observations, where all the scales of at
least one half of the map size are isotropically sampled.
The observations of starlight and submillimetre polariza-
tion included in this study are not sufficient to constrain αM,
fM, and γ towards the studied regions. However, the behaviour
of S 2(`) in the polarization models illustrates that the spatial
distribution of the starlight polarization observations can sig-
nificantly affect the values of S star2 (`). This is significant for
the studies of the MC-scale magnetic field strengths calcu-
lated with the David-Chandrasekhar-Fermi method (DCF, Davis
1951; Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953).
5.3.3. Dispersion of polarization angles and magnetic field
strength
In the DCF method, the calculated field strengths depend on
the dispersion of the polarization angles, which is estimated di-
rectly using ςψstar (Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953) or using S 2(`)
(Hildebrand et al. 2009; Houde et al. 2009), the velocity disper-
sion, and the mean density in the considered region (for a de-
tailed description, see Appendix D of Planck Collaboration Int.
XXXV 2016). As observed in the vicinity and the S 2(`) anal-
yses in the present work, the values of ςψstar and S 2(`) can be
affected by the number and the distribution of starlight polariza-
tion observations. Particularly towards the Pipe and the Taurus
regions, it is evident that the considerable agreement between
S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`), does not imply that the dispersion of the
polarization angles is representative of the behaviour of S 2(`)
obtained with a larger number of observations towards the same
region, S all submm2 (`).
Towards the Taurus region, S submm2 (`) is unexpectedly larger
than S star2 (`) in the range 50
′ < ` < 90′, thus producing δS 2(`) <
0 and imaginary values of ∆S 2(`). This behaviour is due to the
low number of observations in this range of separations, even
after we included stars in the Heiles (2000) catalog to increase
the sampling in the aforementioned `-range, hence, we do not
further consider this region in the discussion of S 2(`).
Towards the Pipe Nebula, S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`) show the
presence of the “jitter” at multiple scales. The values of ∆S 2(`)
also show “jitter”, including the two `-ranges around ` ≈ 90′
and ` ≈ 110′ where δS 2(`) < 0. At ` > 10′, ∆S 2(`) is in average
7.◦8.
In this region and at ` > 10′, S all submm2 (`) has a consider-
ably different slope than S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`). This implies that
S submm2 (`) corresponds to a component of 〈Bˆ⊥〉 that is not dom-
inant over most of the region, since the analysis of the polariza-
tion models indicates that the sampling of LOSs does not repro-
duce the differences between S submm2 (`) and S
all submm
2 (`).
If one considers only S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`), the angle dis-
persion term in the DCF method, which is directly related to the
y-axis intercept of a Taylor series fit to the large scale component
of the S 2(`) functions (Houde et al. 2009, 2016), the MC-scale
magnetic field strength computed from the Planck 353 GHz po-
larization observations would be about 15% larger than one in-
ferred from the starlight polarization observations. This estimate
does not take into account the fact that the velocity dispersion
may change when considering observations with higher angular
resolution, but show that the increase in the angular resolution of
polarization observations towards this region does not substan-
tially change the results of the DCF method.
Towards Lupus I, both S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`) present “jitter”,
but in contrast with the Pipe Nebula, S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`) are
close to S all submm2 (`) at ` > 0
′. The average value of ∆S 2(`) at
` > 10′ is 14.◦7, with large variations at ` ≈ 80′ and ` > 100′.
Following the same consideration described for the Pipe Nebula,
the MC-scale magnetic field strength computed from the Planck
353 GHz polarization observations would be about 12% larger
than one inferred from the starlight polarization observations.
Towards Musca, S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`) are less affected by
the “jitter”, as found in the polarization model with the largest
amount of spatial correlations. The values of S submm2 (`) are close
to S all submm2 (`). The values of ∆S 2(`) are also not significantly
affected by the “jitter” and are in average 7.◦7. In contrast with
the aforementioned regions, the low average values of S star2 (`)
and S submm2 (`) at ` > 10 produce a larger relative difference,
about 70%, between the field strengths estimated with the DCF
method towards this region.
6. Conclusions
In this work we compared the orientation of the interstellar mag-
netic field averaged along the LOS and projected on the plane
of the sky inferred from starlight and submillimetre polarization
towards four nearby MCs. We found that the difference in the
field orientation sampled in emission and extinction is on av-
erage less than 5◦, thus suggesting considerable agreement be-
tween the 〈Bˆ⊥〉 orientations estimated with both techniques at
comparable scales.
We evaluated the dispersion of the 〈Bˆ⊥〉 orientation, ςψstar ,
inferred from starlight polarization within regions with the same
area as the 353 GHz Planck effective beam. We found that the
values of ςψstar are on average less than 20
◦. This result is in
rough agreement with the values found using the angular struc-
ture function, S 2(`), at scales below the size of the Planck beam
` < 10′. Given the current lack of information on the distance
to the majority of the stars in the present work, the conclusions
on the magnetic field morphology in and beyond the cloud re-
mains open. However, we will deepen the study of the relation
between pstar and Psubmm and the effect of dust grain alignment
in a separate publication (Alves et al. 2016, in preparation).
We found that a Gaussian model of the turbulent structure of
the magnetic field, introduced in Sect. 3, reproduces the values of
ςψstar and ςpstar/ p¯star towards the observed regions. The correlation
between these two quantities, shown in Fig. 5, is not possible to
reproduce in terms of the dust grain alignment efficiency alone.
This extends the results of Planck Collaboration Int. XX (2015)
to the high angular resolution accessible through the starlight
polarization observations, suggesting that ςψstar and ςpstar/ p¯star at
these gas column densities, NH < 1022 cm−2, is mainly produced
by fluctuations in the magnetic field structure, rather than to
changes in grain shape and/or the efficiency of grain alignment.
In terms of S 2(`), we also found a significant amount of
structure at scales lower than the size of the Planck beam, rep-
resented in differences ∆S 2(`) up to 20.◦7. This structure is also
reproduced by the Gaussian model and can be explained in terms
of the magnetic field structure and the difference in angular res-
olution between both types of observations.
At scales larger than the size of the Planck beam, ` > 10′,
we found very good agreement between S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`).
However, we find that the number and distribution of starlight
polarization observations introduce oscillatory features, “jitter”,
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in S 2(`), which are not present when S 2(`) is calculated with a
larger number of randomly-distributed observations, as it is now
possible with the Planck observations.
The S 2(`) analysis of the Gaussian polarization models in-
dicates that the differences between S star2 (`) and S
submm
2 (`) de-
pend on both the difference in the angular resolutions between
the two types of polarization observation and the structure of the
magnetic field. When the field has a low amount of spatial cor-
relations; as it is the case if the power spectrum of the turbulent
field is relatively flat, or the turbulent field is relatively large with
respect to the mean field, or the inclination of the mean with re-
spect to the plane of the sky is relatively large; the differences
between the observations at different angular resolutions can be
large, even if the two techniques are sampling the same field.
Despite the presence of the “jitter” and the differences be-
tween S submm2 (`) and S
all submm
2 (`) towards some of the regions,
this study indicates that the increase in angular resolution, which
is possible with the starlight polarization observations, indi-
cates that the field structure in scales below that of the Planck
beam would not introduce significant corrections to the MC-
scale magnetic field strengths estimated in Planck Collaboration
Int. XXXV (2016).
We started this study looking to identify the effect of the an-
gular resolution of the Planck beam and constrain the portion
of the line of sight that is responsible for the field orientations
inferred from the Planck 353 GHz observations. We found mag-
netic field structure at scales below size of the Planck beam and
considerable agreement between both techniques at scales where
they are comparable. The question of the line of sight depth re-
mains open, but soon, the advent of the catalog of distance ob-
servations by ESA’s GAIA satellite (Lindegren 2010) will enable
the study of the magnetic field morphology in different segments
of the line of sight by correlating the distance to the stars to their
polarization orientation and morphology.
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Appendix A: Histogram of relative orientations
In the main part of this work, we showed how the 〈Bˆ⊥〉 orien-
tations inferred from starlight polarization observations follow
closely those inferred from the Planck observations when com-
pared at the scale of 10′, within approximately 5◦. In this ap-
pendix, we evaluate if the 〈Bˆstar⊥ 〉 observations can also be used
to recover the trends found in the relative orientation of the mag-
netic field with respect to the column density structures reported
in Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV (2016).
For that purpose we use the histogram of relative orientations
(HRO) technique introduced in Soler et al. (2013) and Planck
Collaboration Int. XXXV (2016), where the orientations of the
column density structures are characterized by their gradients,
which are by definition perpendicular to the iso-column density
contours. Here as in Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV (2016) we
use τ353 as a proxy for NH (Sect. 2.2). The angle θ between 〈Bˆ⊥〉
and the tangent to the τ353 contours is evaluated using
θ = arctan
(
|∇ τ353 × Eˆ | , ∇τ353 · Eˆ
)
, (A.1)
where ∇ τ353 is perpendicular to the tangent of the iso-τ353 con-
tours, the orientation of the unit polarization pseudo-vector Eˆ,
perpendicular to 〈Bˆ⊥〉, is characterized by the polarization angle
θsubmm. In Eq. (A.1), as implemented, the norm actually carries
a sign when the range used for θ is between −90◦ and 90◦.
We directly evaluate the relative orientations using both
starlight and submillimetre polarization towards the four con-
sidered MCs, although the number of observations and their dy-
namic range in NH values clearly limits the direct comparison
with the results of Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV (2016).
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Fig. A.1 presents the HROs corresponding to LOSs with
starlight polarization observations and log10(NH/cm
−2)< 21.6
towards Lupus I, the region where the starlight polarization
statistics were sufficient to produce a HRO consistent with what
is found over the whole map with the Planck observations in the
same column density regime. Despite the fact that previous stud-
ies have reported on relative orientation trends towards these re-
gions using starlight polarization observations (Palmeirim et al.
2013; Franco & Alves 2015), the systematic study of the change
of relative orientation is for the moment only possible with the
large statistics provided by the submillimetre polarization obser-
vations by Planck.
Fig. A.1. Histograms of relative orientations between 〈Bˆ⊥〉 and
the iso-τ353 contours towards Lupus. Histograms peaking at
90◦ and/or −90◦ correspond to 〈Bˆ⊥〉 predominantly perpendicu-
lar to iso-τ353 contours. In contrast with Planck Collaboration
Int. XXXV (2016), the error bars are estimated by sampling
of a Gaussian polarization model, including -by construction-
spatial correlations which are absent when considering simple
Poissonian statistics.
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